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1 HlRP(lGE. This advisory circular describes the hazards of thunderstorms to 
avia- offers guidance to help prevent accidents caused by thunderstorms. 

2. 	 -ON. Advisory Circular OO-24A, dated June 23, 1978, is canceled. 

3 0 	 REwrEDREADINc-. Advisory Circulars OO-6& Aviation Weather, 
- 00-&B, Aviation Weather Services, o&SOA, m Level Wind Shear. 

4 . GaJERAL. We all knm hat a thur&erstorm lo&s like. Muchhas been written 
about the mechanics ti life cycles of thunderstorms. They have been studied for 

-	 many years; and while Itllch has been learned, the studies continue because much is 
not .known. Knowledge and weather radar have tiified our attitudes tclward 
thunderstorins, but one rule continues to be true-w storm recognizable as a 
thunderstoxnshouldbeconsideredhazardcus untilmeasurwntshave shawnittobe 
safe. That means safe for you and your aircraft. Almst ary thunderstorm can spell 
disaster for the wrong canbination of aircraft and pilot. 

5 ERZARDS. Athunderstormpacks just abut everyweatherhazard kncmntoaviation 
i&o one vicious bundle. Although thehazardsoccurinnunerous ca&inations,let
us look at the most hazardous cubination of thunderstorms, the squall line, then we 
will examine the hazards individually. . 

. 
a. Squall Lines. A squall line'is a narrw band of active thunderstorms. 

Often it develops on or ahead of a mid front in moist, unstable air, but it may
develop in unstable air far removed fran any front. !Ihe line may be too long to 
detour easily and too wide and severe to penetrate. It often oontains steady-state 

. 	 - thunderstorms and presents the single ~~st intense weather hazard to aircraft. It 
usually forms rapidly, generally reaching maximum intensity during the late 
aftem and the first few hours of darkness. 

b l 	 !ctmwoes. 

(1) Thenrostviolent~~rstoansdrawairintotheir cloud baseswith 
great, vigor. If the incoming air has arry initial rotatirrg motion, it often forms 
anextremelyoonclentratedv0rtex franthesurfacewellintotheclolld. 
Meteomlogistshme estimatedthatwind insuch avortexcanexceed200kmts;
pressureinsidethevmt~isquiteiow. Ibe strong winds gather dust and debris 
tithe lowpressuregenerates afun@-shaped cloud extending downward frantk 
cucul~sbase. Ifthklod do+& reachthesurfaoe, it is a =funnel . .claw; if ittouches a landsurfadb, itisa"t0mdo." 

. 
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(2) Tbrnadoes occur with both isolated and squall line thunderstorms. 
Reports-for forecasts of tornad& indicate that atmospheric cllonditions are 
favorable for violent turbulence. An aircraft entering a tornado vortex is almost -
certain to suffer structural damage. Since the vortex extends well into the cloud, 
any pilot inadvertently caught on instruments in a severe thunderstorm could 
encounter a hidden vortex, 

(3) Ftilies of tornadoes have been observed as apndages of the main 

cloud extendirrg several miles outward fran the area of lightning and precipitation. 

Thus, any cloud connected to a severe thunderstorm carries a threat of violence. 


C. Turbulence. 
. (1) Potentially hazardous turbulence is present in all thunderstorms, and 

a severe thunderstorm can destroy an aircraft. Strongest turbulence within the 

cloud occurs with shear between updrafts and dawndrafts. Outside the cloud, shear 

turbulence has been encountered s6vera.l thousand feet above and 20 miles laterally 

fmn a severe storm. A low level turbulent area is the. shear zone associated with 

the gust front. Often, a Voll cloud" on the leading edge of a storm marks the top 

of the eddies in this shear and it signifies an extrePnely turbulent z~)ne. Gust 

fronts often mve-far ahead (up to 15 miles) of associated precipitation. The gust 

front causes a rapid and sanetimes drastic change in surface wind ahead of an 

approaching storm. Advisory Circular OO-SOA, "Low Level Wind Shear," explains in 

greater detail the hazards associated with gust fronts. Figure 1 shows a 

schematic truss section of a thunderstorm with areas outside the cloud where 

turbulence may be encountered. 


(2) It is almost impossible to hold a constant altittie in a thunderstorm, ' 
and maneuvering in an attempt to do so produces greatly increased stress on the 
aircraft. It is understandable that the speed of the aircraft determines the rate 
of turbulence encounters. Stresses are least if the aircraft is held in a constant 
attitude and allowed to "ride the waves." To date, we have no sure way to pick
"soft spts" in a thunderstorm. 

d 0 Icing. 

(1) Updrafts in a thunderstorm support abundant liquid water with 

relatively large draplet sizes; and when carried above the freezing level, the 

water beoanes supercooled. When temperature in-the wrd current cools to about 

-15OC, much of the remaining water vapor sublimates as ice crystals; and above 

this level, at luwer temperatures, the anount of superc3ooled water decreases. 
,I. _ . , 

(2) Supercooled water freezes on impact wit&n aircraft. Clear icing 

can occur at any altitude above the freezing level; but at high levels, icing fran 
, smaller drqlets may be rime or mixed rime and clear. The abundance of large, 

supercooled water draplets makes clear icirrg very rapid between 0°C and 

-15OC and enamters can be frequent in a cluster of cells. Thunderstorm icing 

canbeextremelyhmardrws. . 
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Fig. 1. 

e. Hail. 

(1) Hail coenpetes with turbulence as the greatest thunderstorm hazard to 
aircraft. Super-led drops above the freezing level begin to freeze. Once a 
drop has frozen, other drops latch on and freeze to it, so the hailstone 
grows--sometimes into a huge iceball. Large hail occurs with severe thunderstorms 
withstrong updrafts that have built to great heights. Eventually, the hailstones 
fall, possibly sane distance fran the storm core. Hail may be' encountered in clear 
air several miles fran dark thunderstorm clouds. 

(2) As hailstones fall through air whose temperature is above PC, 
they begin to melt and precipitation may reach the ground as either hail or rain. 
Rain at the surface does not mean the absence of hail aloft. You should anticipate 
possible hail with any thunderstorm, especially beneath the anvil of a large 
cumulonimbus. Hailstones larger than one-half inch in diameter can significantly 
danage an aircraft in a few seconds. 

f. IxxJ Ceiling and Visibility. Generally, visibility is near zero within a 
thunderstorm cloud. Ceiling and visibility also may be restricted in precipitation 
ti dust between the cloud base and the ground. The restrictions create the same 
problem as all ceiling and visibility restrictions; but the hazards are increased 
many fold II&MI associated with the other thunderstorm hazards of turbulence, hail, 
and lightning which make precision instant flying virtually impossible. 
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g Effect on Altimeters. Pressure usually falls rapidly with the approach of a \ 
thundkstorm, then rises sharply with the onset of the first gust and arrival of the -
cold downdraft and heavy rain showers, falling back to normal as the storm moves on. 
This cycle of pressure change may occur in 15 minutes. If the pilot does not 
receive a corrected altimeter setting, the altimeter may be nw>re than 100 feet in 
error. 

h . Lightning. A lightning strike can puncture the skin of an aircraft and can 
danage ocmnunications and electronic navigatiaal equipment. Lightning has been 
suspected of igniting fuel vamrs causing explosion; however, serious accidents due 
to lightning strikes are extremely rare. Nearby lightning can bliti the pilot 
retiering him nwmentarily'unable to navigate either w instrument orby visual 
reference. Nearby lightniw can also induce permanent errors in the magnetic 
ma-0 Lightniw discharges, even distant ones I can disrupt radio cwranunications 
on low and rrredium frequencies. !though lightning intensity and frequency have no 
simple relationship to other storm parsmeters, severe storms, as a rule, have a 
high frequency of lightning. 

i. Emine Water Inqestion. 

(1) Turbine engines have a limit on the anount of water they can ingest. 
Updrafts are present in marry thunderstorms, particularly those in the developing 
stages. If the updraft velocity in the thunderstorm approaches or exceeds the 
terminal velocity of the falling raindrops, very high concentrations of water may 
occur. It is possible that these concentrations can be in excess of the quantity 
of water turbine engines are designed to ingest. Therefore, severe thunderstorms 
may contain areas of high water concentration &ich could result in flaneout and/or
structural failure of one or more engines. 

(2) At the present time, there is no knm operational procedure that can 
qletely eliminate the possibility of engine danage/flaneout during massive water 
ingestion. Although the exactmechanismof these water-induced engine stalls has 
not been determined, it is felt that thrust changes may have an adverse effect on 
engine stall margins in the presence of massive water ingestion. 

(3) Avoidance of severe storm systems is the only measure assured to be 
effective in preventing exposure to this type of rmltiple engine damage/flaneout. 
During an unavoidable encounter with severe storms with extreme precipitation, the 
best known recrrranendation is to follow the severe turbulence penetration procedure
contained in the waved airplane flight manual with special emphasis on avoiding 
thrust changes unless excessive airspeed variations occur. 
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a. Weather radar detects droplets of precipitation size. Strength of the 
radar return (echo) depends on drop size and number. The greater the number of 
drops, the stronger is the echo; and the larger the drops, the stronger is the 
echo. Drop size determines echo intensity to a much greater extent than does drop 
number. Hailstones usually are mered with a film of water and, therefore, act as 
huge water droplets giving the strongest of all echoes. 

b. Numerous methods have been used in an attempt to categorize the intensity 
of a thunderstorm. Ib standardize thunderstorm language between weather radar 
operators and pilots, the use of Video Integrator Processor (VIP) levels is being
promoted. 

c. The National Weather Service (NWS) radar observer is able to objectively 
determine storm intensity levels with VIP equipment. These radar echointensity 
levels are on a scale of one to six. If the maximum VIP Levels are 1 %eak“ and 2 
%&rate," then light to moderate turbulence is possible with lightning. VIP 
Level 3 is %trongn a~@ severe turbulence is possible with lightning. VIP Level 4 

, 	 is "very strong" and severe turbulence is likely with lightning. VIP Level 5 is 
"intense" with severe turbulence, lightning, hail likely, and organized surface 
wind gusts. VIP Level 6 is "extreme" with severe turbulence, lightning, large
hail, extensive surface wind gusts, and turbulence. 

d. !Fhunderstorms build and dissipate rapidly. Therefore, do not attempt to 
plan a course between echoes. The best use of ground radar information is to 
isolate general areas and coverage of echoes. You must avoid individual storms 
fran in-flight observations either by visual sighting or by airborne radar. It is 
better to avoid the whole thunderstorm area than to detour around individual storms 
unless they are scattered. 

e. Airborne weather avoidance radar is, as its name implies, for avoiding
severe weather-not for penetrating it. Whether to fly into an area of radar 
echoes dependson echo intensity, spacing between the echoes, and the capabilities 
of you and your aircraft. Rememberthat weather radar detects only precipitation 
drops; it does not detect turbulence. Therefore, the radar scope provides no 
assurance of anroiding turbulence. The radar scope also does not provide assurance 
of avoiding instnmrent eather from clouds and fog. Your scope may be clear 
between intense echoes; this clear area does not necessarily mean you can fly 
between the storrirs and maintain visual sighting of them. 

f &member that while hail always gives a radar echo, it may fall several 
miles.fran the nearest visible cloud and hazardous turbulence may extend to as mch 
as 20 miles fran the echo edge. Avoid intense or extreme level echoes by at least 
20 miles; that is, such e&oes should be separated by at least 40 miles before you 
fly between them. With waker ethos you can reduce the distance by which you avoid 

. thkm. 
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7, Do'SANDDoN'TsOFTE!UNDERS~RMFLYING. 

a. Above all, remember this: never regard any thunderstorm lightly? even 
when radar observers report the echoes are of light intensity. Avoiding
thunderstorms is the best policy. Folluwing are sane do's and dodts of * ' . 
thunderstorm avoidance: 

(1) D&t land or takeoff in the face of an approaching thunderstorm. 
A sudden gust front of low level turbulence could cause loss of cx>ntrol. 

(2) Don't attempt to fly under a thunderstorm even if you can see 
through to the other side. 'iTurbulence and wind shear under the storm could be 
disastrous. 

(3) Ibn't fly without airborne radar into a cloud mass containing 
scattered embedded thunderstorms. Scattered thunderstorms not embedded usually can 
be visually circumnavigated. 

(4) Don't trust the visual appearance to be a reliable itiicator of 
the turhlence inside a thunderstorm. 

(5) Do avoid by at least 20 miles arry thunderstorm identified as 
severe or giving an intense radar echo. This is especially true under the anvil of 
a large a~~~lonimbus. 

(6) Do circumnavigate the entire area if the area has 6/10 thunder-
storm coverage. 

(7) Do rertember that vivid and frequent lightning indicates the 
probability of a severe thunderstom. 

(8) Do r+ard as extremely hazardous any thunderstormwith tqs 
35,000 feet or higher &ether the top is visually sighted or determined by radar. 

b If you cannot avoid penetrating a thunderstorm, following are sag do's 
BEFOREenterirq the storm: 

(1) Tighten your safety belt, put on your shoulder harness if you have 
one, and secure allloose objects. 

(2) Plan and hold your course to take you through the storm in a 
minimum time. . 

(3) m avoid the nr>st critical icing, establish a penetration altitude 
below the freezing level or above the level of -1SOc. 

(4) Verify that pitot heat is on and turn on carburetor heat or jet
engine anti-ice. Icing can be rapid at any altitude and cause almost instantaneous 
mr failure and/or loss of airspeed indication. 
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(5) Establish pawer settings for turbulence penetration airspeed 

reccmmendedin your aircraft manual. 


(6) Turn up cockpit lights to highest intensity to lessen temporary 

blindness from lightning. 


(7) If using autaMtic pilot, disengage altitude hold tie and speed hold 
mode. The autanatic altitude and speed controls will increase maneuvers of the 
aircraft thus increasing structural stress. 

(8) If using airborne radar, tilt the antenna up and down occasionally. 
-	 This will permit you to,det,ect other thunderstorm kivity at altitudes other than 

the one being flown. 

C. Following are some do's and don'ts during the thunderstorm penetration: 

(1) DO keep your eyes on your instruments. Lrooking outside the mCk#t 
can increase danger of temporary blindness from lightning. 

(2) Bn't change FDWW settings; maintain settings for the reoarpnended 
turbulence penetration airspeed. 

(3) Do maintain/constant attitude; let the air-aft "ride the waves." 
Maneuvers in trying to maintain ~tantaltitude increase stress on the aircraft. 

(4) Don't turn back once you are in the thunderstorm. A straight murse 
through the storm mxt likely will get you out of the hazards nr>st quidcly. In
addition, turnirrg maneuvers increase stress on the aircraft. 

WILLIAM To BRENNAN 

Acting Director of Flight Operations 
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